
Studio Retreat 2018 Class Supply List & Homework 
Classes are listed alphabetically by title. Please purchase all supplies prior to arriving at the 

Retreat, as the Yarn Market may not have everything you need. 

BABY SURPRISE JACKET EXPLICATED 
Instructor: Jennifer Miller  
Level: Intermediate 
Supplies: BSJ multi-size pattern from Schoolhouse Press, DK or 
light worsted weight yarn; straight or double point (with point protec-
tors) needles, size 6, 7, 8; 24" circular needles, size 6, 7, 8 (or those 
that create a medium-firm fabric with your yarn); stitch markers; safety 
pins. 

Homework: Using your preferred yarn (see above), cast on 160 
stitches on a size 7 or 8 32” circular needle. (Your choice of cast on 
method.) 

BARKING & BURPING: AN APPROACH TO  
BRIOCHE 
Instructor: Kim Dominic 
Level: Advanced Beginner 

Supplies: Suggested Yarns: For Polar Vortex Cowl—1 skein of 

Classic Elite Quest. For Honeycomb Brioche Cowl—2 skeins of Sug-

arbush Chill. For Uberib Slippers—2 different colors skeins of Canoe 
yarn. Needles: Size 15 or 17 needles (straight or circular) for the 

cowls.  Size 6-8 DPNs (or as needed to obtain gauge. DPNs are nec-
essary for the slippers for knitting in the round.  Tapestry needle. 

Homework: Please select and download your preferred pattern to 

work on in class. All are free patterns on Ravelry. If you are not on 

Ravelry, Studio staff can help you at the store.  

BLOCK PARTY (One Hour) 
Instructor: Joan Daniels 
Level: All  
Supplies: None 
Homework: None 

CROCHETED EARRINGS (One Hour) 
Instructor: Nirmal Kaur Khalsa 
Level:  All 
Supplies: Bring size #3 crochet hook. Purchase kit with materials 
and pattern from instructor in class for $5, cash only. 

Homework: None 

CAST ON PARTY 
Instructor: Jennifer Miller 
Level: Advanced Beginner & Above 
Supplies:  240 yds of fingering or DK weight yarn. 24”-32” circular 
needles, size 5 for fingering weight or size 6-7 for DK weight 

Homework: Download and print the pattern Age of Brass and 
Steam, a free pattern on Ravelry. If you do not use Ravelry, Studio 
staff can help you at the shop. 

CROSSING COLORS 
Instructor: Lynn Haffner 
Level: Intermediate 
Supplies: Size 10 needles or size needed to match gauge of 28 
sts x 36 rows in k1 p1 rib = 4" square. Cable needle. Two colors wor-
sted weight yarn – Main Color: 450 yards split into two equal balls, 
Contrasting Color 225 yards  Suggested yarns:  Urth Harvest Wor-
sted, Legend, Adelaide, Classic Silk, Bold.  

Homework: Download and print the Boyfriend Scarf from Ravelry. If 
you do not use Ravelry, Studio staff can help you at the store. Using 
MC1 CO 62 sts.  Set up Row 1(RS):  K1,*k1, p1,* to last st, k1.  Set 
up Row 2 (WS):  Sl1p, *k1, p1,* to  last st, p1  

DESIGN YOUR OWN SHAWL WITHOUT MATH OR 
CHARTS 
Instructor: Jennifer Miller 
Level: Advanced Beginner 
Supplies: Bring 2-3 colors of contrasting fingering weight yarn 
ready to knit, straight or double point (with point protectors) needles, 
size 5 and 6 24” circular needles; crochet hooks, D or E (exact size 
not crucial, but should be appropriate for fingering weight yarn); stitch 
markers.  
Homework: None 

COZY CABLES—FISHTAIL BRAID HEADBAND 
Instructor: Jessica Kerrigan 
Level: Advanced Beginner 
Supplies: 2 skeins Sugar Bush Chill, size 10 1/2 needles (straight 

or circular) Cable needle. Tapestry needle. 
Homework: Download the pattern for the Fishtail Braided Head-
band by Callisto Knits from Ravelry. If you do not use Ravelry, Studio 
staff can help you at the store. Cast on 20 stitches in scrap worsted 
weight yarn on size 6 or 8 needles and knit six rows in stockinette 
stitch,  

LET US ALL JOIN (A SKEIN OF YARN) (One Hour) 
Instructor: Lynn Haffner 
Level: All 
Supplies: Small amount of worsted weight yarn in 100% wool, 
Small amount of worsted weight yarn in 100% cotton. Tapestry nee-
dle in appropriate size for yarns above (Chibi bent tip needle suggest-
ed) 
Homework: None 

MY FAVOURITE THINGS SCARF 
Instructor: Monta Morris 
Level: Intermediate 
Supplies: Sport or worsted weight yarn, in multiple colors. (Bring at 
least 2 colors to class.) 16” circular needles (size #7 for worsted, size 
#4 for sport weight, or size to suit you). Stitch markers. Row counter. 
Optional: colored pencils and graph paper 

Homework: Download and print free pattern My Favourite Things 
by Jill McGee from Ravelry. If you do not use Ravelry, Studio staff 
can help you. Cast on 72 stitches (worsted) or 96 stitches (sport). 
Join in round, being careful not to twist, and place marker to indicate 
beginning of round. Class will focus on finding, creating and following 
charts for stranded colorwork to make a scarf. If you prefer to make a 
cowl or infinity scarf, please use a provisional cast-on.  

MOSAIC COWL 
Instructor: Cindy Craig 
Level: Advanced Beginner 
Supplies: Two contrasting colors of smooth worsted weight yarn, 
100 grams each. US 8 or US 9 needle (straight or circular), stitch 
markers (optional). Pattern (a Cindy Craig Design original) will be 
provided by instructor.  
Homework: None 

WORKING WITH HAND-PAINTED YARNS 
Instructor: Jennifer Miller 
Level: Advanced Beginner 
Supplies:  One or two skeins of hand-painted fingering weight 
yarn, ready to knit (wound into ball or cake), straight or double point 
needles in size #5, #6 and #7.  
Homework: Using a hand-painted gering weight yarn, cast on 40 
stitches using size 5 or 6 needles. Knit three rows in garter stitch, 
ready to start on a right side row,  

PLEASE NOTE: All classes require knitting no-
tions including scissors, stitch markers, meas-

uring tape, tapestry needles, stitch holders, 
small notepad, pen or pencil. 


